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High speed bandwidths
Multi-carrier solutions
Business-grade reliability
Fully-managed to wires-only options

Find the best connections
for your Customers
Today’s businesses, large or
small, increasingly depend on
data connectivity to enable their
customers, employees and partners
to achieve their goals.
Whether in the form of real-time
communication by voice or video,
shared information through
messaging and applications, or
as a means to do business via
e-commerce, data connectivity that
is affordable, reliable and secure is a
pre-requisite for most organisations
to be effective.
This need for connectivity has seen
an explosion in the variety of data
networking services on offer and in
the number of potential suppliers.

So why choose TMS and
our Data Services?
W
 ide range of options to suit all
your specific customer needs
 F rom copper to fibre to basic
broadband to dedicated ethernet
and MPLS
We can provide a whole diverse suite
of connectivity options and help
you unravel the myriad of products
including ADSL, EFM, GEA, FTTC,
MPLS, Leased line and Ethernet. This
variety of choice allows you to match
the ideal solution for any size, shape
or type of business from sole trader
to a data intensive enterprise.

Tel: 01235 526600



Fully managed
TMS is able to flexibly and
competitively provide its Channel
Partners with a cost-effective,
managed wholesale data portfolio.
Choose from an array of different
supplier options and ensure best in
breed solutions for your customers.

Carrier-management,
provisioning and
installation processes
Let us manage the time-consuming
carrier liaison including delivery
updates, wayleaves and fibre capacity
issues so that you can concentrate
on delivering a great service to your
customers and ultimately focus on
more sales.

Flexibility
Our carrier–independence ensures
we can offer the full range of data
services from an impressive list of
operators. This guarantees that you
will always be able to choose the
most suitable product , price and
delivery timescales to suit.

Pricing
Our buying power and long-term
carrier relationships ensure you can
enjoy a wholesale cost advantage
over and above dealing with each
operator directly.

sales@tms.co.uk
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Key Benefits to Partnering
with TMS
L
 ong established business since 2001
D
 edicated to the Channel
F
 ull end to end support from Supply

to Bill

C
 arrier Independence
P
 ricing Flexibility
T
 raining and Support
C
 omplete range of services
H
 ighly reliable connections
S
 LAs
S
 calability

Whether you are selling basic
broadband for a home–worker or a
complex MPLS solution we can deliver
the end–to–end support you need

Training and Support
TMS provides regular training,
updates and support from our highly
experienced Account managers and
in-house Support team.

Billing
All the services can be billed through
our cloud–based billing platform
providing your customers with a
single and fully integrated bill.

